3. A linear operator, A, on the Banach space, X, is accretive if, for all x in 2{A\ there exists φ x in X* such that yψj = 1, φ x (x) = ||x|| and Re[φ x (Λx)] > 0.
The operator, A, is m-accretiυe if it generates a 1-parameter conraction semigroup, {T t } t^,Q9 that is, lim^o-^l/iXTJx -x) = (-^4x), for all Λ: in «®(^4). Λ is m-accretive if and only if A is closed, accretive and densely defined and (1 + A) is surjective. (See [2] .) 4. A is well-behaved if A and (-Λ) are accretive. In other terminology, this is equivalent to (iA) being Hermitian.
5. If A is a linear operator on a C*-algebra, J/, then A is a * -derivation if ^4(xy) = x(^) + (Ax)y and v4(;c*) = (Ax)* for all x, 7
Whenever A is a derivation, we will assume that 2 {A) is a dense * -sub-algebra.
The operator A generates a continuous group of * -automorphisms, {T t } t(ΞR (-Ax = lim t _+ 0 (l/t)(T t x -x)) if and only if A is a well-behaved closed *-derivation, with (1 + A) and (1 -A) surjective.
6. C [a, b] is the set of all continuous, complex-valued functions on [a, b] with the supremum norm.
The set of all continuously differentiable functions we write as A is quasi well-behaved if the interior of the set of well-behaved points for A is dense in [0, 1] .
The differentiation operator, D (Df(x)=f'(x)), is quasi well-behaved, but not well-behaved. Its set of well-behaved points is (0,1). Being quasi well-behaved, well-behaved, or the generator of a continuous group of * -automorphisms are all properties that are invariant under equivalence.
Batty [1] 
is surjective if and only if (l/p) is not locally integrable at a + . (b) (1 + A) is surjective if and only if (l/p) is not locally integrable atb~.
Proof. Let q:
I (e' q(t) Yg(t) dt 9 for ally in (a, b) .
dt must equal zero whenever g is in the range of (1 -A) .
As in (α), (1 + v4 
q(x)-t).
We then define T n on C 
Thus pD generates {T t } /eR . Proof. Suppose A is a generator. Then A is well-behaved and closed, so Batty's result (see [1] , and Definition 9) implies that there exists p such that A is equivalent to pD. By Theorem 2, p must have the desired properties. The converse also follows from Theorem 2.
= -p{h t x)f\h,x)
The following theorem weakens the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and has the weaker conclusion that A generates a continuous semigroup on C Proof. This is identical to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, with the following modifications. To get the desired properties of /?, we used only part (b) of Theorem 1. Equation (3) 
is changed by defining h t (x) = q~\min(q(a),q(x) -t)).
EXAMPLE. If we do not require that pD be well-behaved, then the condition that (l/p) not be locally integrable at the zeroes of p is no longer a necessary condition, for pD to be m-accretive. This is shown by the following example. Let/?(x) = -2x Chernoff has observed (unpublished) that any m-accretive operator may be thought of as differentiation, in the following way. Embed X in BC(R + , X) by (Ax)(t) = e' ίA x. Then A(e~s A x)(t) = (Ax)(s + t) 9 so that A generates the translation semigroup. For the following theorem, we make a similar construction.
RALPH DELAUBENFELS THEOREM 5. Suppose A and (-A) both have m-accretive extensions on X. Then A has an extension that generates a continuous group of isometries, on BC(R, X), the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions from the real line into X.
Proof. Let B be the m-accretive extension of A and C be the m-accretive extension of (-A). Define Λ: X -> BC(R, X) by
Let D equal differentiation, the generator of the translation group. I claim that D is an extension of (-A).
A(3>(B)) contains only functions that are differentiable for t > 0, with a right-derivative at zero. Λ(<®(C)) contains only functions that are differentiable for t < 0, with a left-derivative at zero. Since 2{A) is contained in 2>{B) Π 2){C\ A(2(A)) will be contained in 9{D) if whenever x is in 2(A).
If xisin^(A), then
In the following theorem, we use Trotter's construction ( [3] ), and the previous theorem, to show that every well-behaved * -derivation on C [0, 1] has an extension (possibly on a larger space) that generates a continuous group of * -automorphisms. We embed C[0,1] in BC(Ω), by (Λ/)(x, /c) = /(*), for all x and k. We define semigroups 7?^ and S t9 on BC(Ω), by (S t f){x,k)=f(g kJ x 9 k) 9 if/c>0, ,0), forallί.
By (4), the generator of R t is an extension of A 9 and the generator of 5, is an extension of (-A). By Theorem 5, A has an extension that generates a continuous group of isometries, on BC(R, BC(Ω)), which is contained in BC(R 3 ). If we were to go through the construction in the proof of Theorem 5, we would get translation in one of the variables, on BC(R 3 ), as the group generated by A this is a group of * -automorphisms.
